A land of contrasts and extremes, Southern Africa offers exceptional photographic opportunities. With
a wide variety of potential subjects and conditions ranging from spectacular scenery, colourful locals
and exhilarating wildlife encounters South Africa is a dream destination for a photography holiday.
While many visitors enjoy taking snapshots on holiday, some like to take their passion a bit further. On
request we can organise a specialist photographic guide to accompany your private escorted holiday
or we can advise you on the best locations for that elusive shot you have been seeking.
We have partnered with suppliers specialising in photographic tours of South Africa and Botswana that
cater for photographers of all levels of ability and experience. All of the tours are conducted in private
vehicles and led by qualified photo guides with extensive knowledge of their surrounding area as well
as the ‘where and when’ to take the best pictures.
Whether you are a complete beginner or experienced pro we will design your perfect day trip or
extended tour, so you will leave with fantastic memories and plenty of beautiful images.
Suggested photographic day tours in Cape Town include the South Peninsula tour, townships and
winelands tour as well as the Kirstenbosch Gardens and Cape Malay cookery class. Of you do not have
your own camera we can supply one!
In Botswana we can recommend tours that can be as short as one day or stretch over three weeks. The
photo safaris are focused on wildlife, birding, and both land and water-based photographic
environments. You will have the opportunity to visit some of Botswana’s most iconic photographic
destinations such as the Chobe National Park, the Chobe River and the Okavango Delta.
Contact us for a tailor-made holiday itinerary including great photography opportunities, or for
alternative, inspirational, photographic destinations and lodges.

Samara
Great Karoo, Eastern Cape – spectacular Karoo scenery, wide open spaces and varied wildlife combine
with wonderful light.
Cleopatra Mountain Farmhouse
Drakensberg Mountains, South Africa – an eclectic lodge and dramatic mountain scenery make this a
photographers delight.
Londolozi
Sabi Sands, Greater Kruger – specialist photographic safaris combine the Sabi Sand’s legendary game
viewing with a specially adapted photographic safari vehicle.
Wolwedans
Sossusvlei, Namibia - abundant contrasts of landscapes, colour and form provide the perfect
backdrop for amateur and professional photographers alike.

Khwai Camp
Okavango Delta, Botswana – wildlife and water combine to offer spectacular photographic
opportunities.

